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'Controversy-andDefensivenesa,

/
The Effects of Controversy.ind befeneiveness

r)"
Cognitive PerspeCtive-Taking

S.?

TYchologiats have'stressed the
, :: ,

lor,COgniOye an
,

social development

(1948, 1'960P and ohlberg .(1969)4have

perspdCtive'iof
If'

moral,reasoning

significance of perspec

and for social inferact

argued,that learning .to

tive-taking

ion,. Piaget

take the

others is required for advanced levels.of thonght and.

Taking
.

the pereWtive-of others is thought'to be
4

,a basis for 0development of the self-conCept (Mead, 1934), the.ideal

self - image (Leahy and Huard, 1916), and the Ability tt6 cooperate (Johnson;.
..- .., .

,
. ,

..1975a; 1975b; Mead, 11,34) . :Perspective-taking has been fOnnd.to increase
. _

\the effectiveness of .eommUriicatiOn'(Flavell,
1968T, therapy (Rogers; 1951),'

.0,,
'

,
..,

,
,

, 3 f,group poblem-i9ping (Falk and Johnson, *7), and conflict resolution
4 ,7/'

,,,(Johnson, 19717: Research has:coa6entratee an the definition-and measure-,

went of the ability of perspecavertaking (eN., B#ke-, 1971; Chandler

Greenspan, 1972; Kurdeci and Ro'Omlf, 197;'OrberE and.Docherty, 1976),

and

the. 5

,-- . 4, ,. .

determination of its rrelatesPwittrmoral,,thOneght and -Social behavior'
.

, ;>...
.(e.g., Johnscm(:1975a; Selman 1976;'Zahn-Waxler', Radke-Yarrow,,and Brady-

4,-
,

Smith, 1977), and the documentation of its consequences on social inter-

action ( Johnson, 1971). Little research has e'xplored`th6Situational

variables that affeist the accuracy'of perspective-taking or its mediating

processes (Flavell, 1974). This study investigates the effects of inter-

personal conflict of ideas, with high and lei leliels of defensiveness, on 'k .

410.arousal of intrapersonal conceptual conflict, information peeking-and

the accuracy of cognitive perspective-taking.

S.
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Perspectiv -takingis understanding another s affective,

'cognitive, and v sual reactions to the present situation (Burke,

1971; Plavell, A74; Johnson, 1975a). In a recent review, Shantz
.

..,,

t

(1975) suggested hat there are several types of per- spective-taking

sp. and that they sho0d be distinguished by the kind of reaction that

is understood. COgnitive perspective-taking is knowing the

organized pattern of thought that is being used to structure the other

knowledge and reasoning. In. cognitive developMenfaiist terms, cogni-

tive perspective-taking is identifying the stage or strurture of the

'other's reasoning (Kohlberg, 1969).

Cognitive developmentalists (Kghlberal 1969i1Piatet, 1948;

1950) have propo$ed that involvement in4tilitpwed,controvetsy (a

discussion in whicl opp osing opinions'elash) promote's the develop-
.

mene of the ability to take,,accuratelythe cognitive perspective

of others. They assume that convoverey creates the incentives

for understanding the structure,of anothef's thought. Tile findings

from several studies (Blatt,, 1969; Jensen,and Larm,, 1970; Maitland

and Goldman, 1974; Milli and Browng11 1975; Silverman and Geiringti,

1973; Silverman and Stone, 1972; Smedsluna, 1961) that interper$ohal
d

..e;

discussions, assumed tocontain4ontroversy, result in cognitive

,k 4' ' .

d mirand moral development pTovi'de inat ect support for this yna c.-
01

r, _..4
,

?

Tjoswold.and Johnson (1977) trovide direct evidence that .contro-

.* ,.., .i, 0-,4
10. versy,-comfarxd to discuss] controversy, ,cait increse'r

..% ... 4 , .c, t,) .. : , ,

. ,

1 accuracy of cognitive perspective-taking, However, the processes
,.r,..

.

,.-71 . , -
, - .

.'
...;. ,

Oat!, Aediate t is relationship and the conditicins under which this

0.
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relationship is stronkest,need to be explored.

One formulation of the process mediating the relationship

- between involvement in a controversy and accurate cognitive pergpec-

,tive-taking may be derived from Berlyne's (1963; 1965) work on

conceptual. conflict. Involvement in a, confrontation with a person

whose ideas oppose one's own may create feeings of uncertainty

as to whether one's original ideas or the opponent's ideas are

Correct. Such an internal incompatibility of ideas motivates a
421

search for additionalinformation in or4er to resolve one's un-

certaint5N One's search for additiontl information includes an

examination of the opponent's ideas, resulting in.increased under-
, tr,

standing of the Opponent's cognitive perspective. The` final result

V
is a cognitive restructuring of Onet's idpasux4hich'may or may not

incorporate aspects of the opponent r
\';

i °position. .

1

1_
The above formulation assumes that Controllersy,is managed in

a constructive rather than a destructive way. Ani:mpotan aspect

of constructive management of controversy is the ability to ci-koragrZe

.4101

with the opponent's ideas while confirming the opponent's personal

competence. Dtpagreeing witk other people chile imptiting that

they are incompetent tends to increase their commitment to their

own ideas andhei5 rejection of the other's ideas (Brown, 1968,
Y .,

Tjosvold, 4). Thus it may, be hypochesizedfthat cdritrovery
...

ogh

that inc des confirmation of. the opponent's competence, as com7
1,

ppared with a discussion that includes confirmation, but ono contro-
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versy, promotes greater subjective feelings of uncertainty, greater

Search for information, and. more accurate perspective-taking. It

may also be hypothesized that controversy that includes confirm

tion of the opponent's competence; compared with' controversy that

,includes communication of the opponent's incompetence, results in
,

greater accuracy of cognitive perspective- taking, less ,internal.)

distress, and more. open-mindedness toward the opponent and the

opponent'i ideas.

Method

SUb'ects

Forty-five male and female undergraduates, recruited from

courses at The Pennsylvania'Stae University to participate in ,

this study, were randomly assigned to the three conditions, 15

in each condition. They received course credit for their

participation.

ende t Variabfes N,

The three conditions created in this''study wereno-contr versy

with confirmation, controversy with confirmatiOn, and:controversy

r `' :

with dieconfirmation. All subects read a coral dilemma taken from

the Defining Issues Test (Rest, 1974), and indicated their opinioni

as' to whether the principal should or.should not stoR4a studenc
...

,

Y V 47- ;

newspaper. No-controversy with confirmation was operatidnalized

as having a trained confederate argtielthe same TpiniOn as the
,

,subject as,eo how the principal shotild act'andik'ndicating thac\
ft''''

5z . ' Ithe subject %:/as persontlly competet3 . Tontroversy with iconfIrmttion
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operationalized as having the confederate. take the opposite

opinion from the subject as to how the

t

indicating that the subject was per4+ily
! 7

with discohfirmation was-opergrk,idniqly

incipaf should act and

,erate taking the opposite opinionifiom
,

principal ahoul act 'and indicatl.ng

ilicompetent'The no controver

'competent. Controversy
.

d as.1,Xafned

ct as to how the

subject was personally
1

Afersy induction thus involved

-the agreement or disagreemente the content- of the positions of
? .

i

1! -4, ,
.

tia.subject and confederafd. No. Atfttiot was.made to vary or measure.. ,., . .. !..
Lt

.1 ..

. 1$helr agreement or clisagreement ads o,- tote structure/of,their reason-A' :,,, ,...41
.. 1, fr" ,Y

r 't 61 .: .d ,:.; \,ing behind their ,opinlon. , e ran om6,assignment of subjects to
_ y '

A;. conditions was expectekto disE'ribuilkany'difference between the
. .

4 subject and eonfederate as to their stage of reasoning across the

cr
V

'':beliendent Variablest.

There are four sets of dependent variables included in the

ddy. The first pair dealt with accuracy of-cognitive perspective-

taking. The first operatiOnal measure consisted of h4Ving subjects

indicate how the confederate would reason 'on two other moral dilemmas

taken from the Defining Issues Test by, picking from the list of twelve

arguments tithe four the confederate would most likely use to support

his pokition. Th4 Defining Issues Test consists of.a series of

moral dilemmas t -whicha respondent indicates what,:the person

(
caught in the dilemma should do and then indicates'from a list

of.argumentewhich ones- are most important in deciding what the person.
1.6
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caught in the dilemma should do. The argalne
nts are

based on

pot. Each
moralKohlberg's (1969) stages of moral. deve10011- PEage of

t
development has a 'different underlyin

ive stru
cture which

is used to reach a decisi9n as to how soral
dilemma

'should
be

consistently Preseresolved. The trained confederate c "Led ar gTentf,

based on a cognitive structure characterized
by wanting

to maintain

roles .

thoritY'
"I")

and thesocial "order through respect for au

status quo (Stage Four in Kohlberg's hierarchy)' Stage Four argu-
subjects

ments were used because it was expected eh° ,ecould

(a) potentially understand this reasoning and
(1).

find credible

,that a fellow student was using this rea011ing. °II the first moral

dilemma presented to the subjects to measure
their, ability

to under-,

41
stand the Orspective of the confederate, four of the twelve argu-

ments were characterized by wanting

the second dilemma, three arguments-

extent that the subject was able to

tcvmaio"lin social order; on

0 chai'acte
were 5

riz

idenii" seven

ed. To the

as being the ones the confederate Watt ld use .as

4 arguments
tO reach a ,

i the
subjectto how the moral dilemma, should be res010 . Ject con-

sidered
Of thesidered to'understand the cognitive perspective

confederate.

_ . raph dsacr.

The second measure of cognitive, perspective-
taking

4CUraCY

consisted of giving the subjects a lAtion or eachone-parag

'of Kohlberg's stages two through six, and

'indicate the stage reflecting the type of

asking the
as-

_easonilg
r

that slibjused during the discussion. To the extent
that

-

ratelY tstage four they were considered to have
acct./

8

subJectg to

the confederateate

ect choose

skell the
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cOnfeddraeAs cognitive perspective.
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1..:,..,ree of coo

or

uTnilce second
dependent

variab

.

te is vii.,

ef.taintY.*

conceptual conflict

Uncertainty
,..

the
.

.

.-
imencal

quesion.2 .

e meal
25"t'77_ 7-,point items in

P"t-exper 44ire,olle
focusing

the degree to

the
confederatA,which eh e-

subJ
-7.,...1ects felt tofOrm.

. by.t

of her
cvloori'

Position
andsurf

ang
1 .. . . other focusing

on ,the de
the stnd

, and the
a presentation

degree to which
.

confederate's
Ruh3ee_ ,onsesto

believed they
11.ts be

arguments. ts, resr

understood the

were added totgeit
rwo.

Subjects who believed

that the onfederate L

Is presentation
Wa'

uninformative
and believed

\ -

that
,argnments were

ass

position
-."

assumed to beerstood

still c alf their original
ertaiw-

and exPe/.4.

consisted

'Icing little

i 0

%

conflict.

111e'third set of dePPnde nt
variables

co

internal
confederate

'f riencedexpe
.

.

Internal

distress and
clerogatio,

.

.

on the Pot-

distress
was

)

experimental
luest_ A which the

,

"Y four

seness

her arguments.

,fortableness, unpleasantness,
o

semantit_dif:nd

subjects indi-

4 of Li.

) . measured h

their

"tInairo

ial items-Lerent

cated on 7 -point scales of tenseness, \lorry,.

-4
-eness, and unp f th

,

uncom-

sub tcts 6.,
indicate

the
confederate

was me 7-poin t qbestimeasured by "a on the Post experimental-itlenta

s' indio'l,

1 question-

f- ,

confederate they r the
confederate

their 1,,

question-

naire" that asked Ehe 'King for the

r an-A extent Y vished -"derate

i'ede ate,
was measured by

socially.

Derogattbn of the con s arguments

'ade 'eal.of

the num-

the con-ber of_ subjects
statemeP ts the

tilt,were criti
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federate's position and arguments.

The final set of dependent variables focused on subjects' open-
. 11

mindedness in respohding to the confederate's position and argumen .

On the post-experimental questionnaire, subjects indicated on 7point

scales the extent they4felt they had learned in the discussion,
#

their percei,Ved agreemeilt between their arguments and the confederate's

arguments, their interest in earing more of the confederate's argu-

ments, and the extent they perc ived the confederate as listening

to.them with an openinind.

Procedure

The experiment was conduCted in four phases: each subject

individilally decided what course of action should be taken in a

moral dilemma, prepared for a discussion about the moral dilemma

with a partner, discussed the moral dilemma with a person from

another group, and was'debriefed. Two subjects And two confederates

(posing as subjects) were schedl.illed at each session. During the

first phase the subjects were escorted to separate rooms and asked

to read a moral dilemma and to decide what-course of action should

be taken by the person caught in the dilemma. The moral dilemma

.involved a principal deciding whether or not tb allow a student

I

newspaper to continue though it had caused considerable parental

reaction. After each subject indicated a position, the experimenter

returned to the rooms to learn what course of action each subject

had decided the principal should take.

10
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To begin the second phase the experimenter escorted a con-

federate (posing as another subject) into the room and indicated

that the subject and the confederate had reached the same opinion

.as to what the principal should do. The experimenter informed

the subject that there was another pairlhf subjects participating

in the experiment, and that. during the next phase one member of

each pair would participite'in a discussion about the moral issue.

In the no-controversy condition each subject was verbally told and

given written instructions stating that the other pair of subjects

had the same position as the subject did and that,,the subject should

try to write a joint statement in the discussion with the person

from the other pair. In the controversy conditions each subject

was verbally told, and given written instructions stating that the

other pair of subjects had the opposing position as to how the

principal should behave, and that the subject shoilld try to write

a joint statement in the discussion with the person from the other

pair. Each subject was also given the following set of written

instructiops:

The research in which you are to participate studies

three types of behaviors: (1) the group planning of a

common position, (2) the behavior of group representatives

who meet with each other to discuss an issue, and

(3) the group evaluation of any joint statement made by

these representatives. The research session is divided

into three corresponding parts which are outlined below.

11
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Part 1: Your group has 10 minutes to develop your

group's position% You should prepare yourself and your

partner as well as possible for the meeting with the

representative from the other group.' This can be done

by (1) summarizing the most important points, (2),ar-

riving at any new arguments you can that support your

.group's position, and (3) giving each other-any .advice

you have about the meeting with the representative from

the other group.

A briefing sheet has been given to you to facilitate

your preparation for the intergroup discussion in a short

amount of,time.

Part 2: This part will last about 35 minutes.

Discussants from each group will meet to discuss the issue.

,

The meeting will have the following procedure: (1) each

person verbally presents his position and the arguments

that support his position in about three minutes;

(2) each discussant will complete a short questionnaire;

(3) the discussants then discuss freely for the rest of

the phase via written messages; (4) the persons will com-

plete a questionnaire; (5) the discussants will then ha/e five

minutes to write a joint statement.

Part 3: During this part you will meet with your

partner to discuss any joint statement reached with the
O

12
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ofiscussant from the other group.'

, .

In the second phase a briefing sheet was also given to the

subject and the confederate` outlining several arguments (representing

all of Kohlberg's stages except for the first) to help them-prepare

for the discussion with a member of the other pair. At the end

of the second phase the subject and the confederate completed a

short questionnaire measuring their commitmentto their position

and their personal involvement in the moral dilemma.

During the second phase the confederate's role was to ensure

that the subject understood the instructions, was prepared for the

intergroup discussion, was committed to the group's position, and

was personally involved in the dilemma and situation. The confed-

erate did not suggest any arguments that were not on the/briefing

sheet, but encouraged the subject to develop and use new arguments

-.-

and to discard any arguments on the briefing sheet the s bject

/did not believe in.

In the third phase the two confederates exchanged rooms, and

each was introduced as a representative from the other group.. As

instructed, the subject verbally summarized his position in three

minutes or so, and the confederate followed. They then completed

a questionnaire that asked them-to rate each other's personal

competence. In the confirm controversy fild confirm no-controversy

conditions, the confederate indicated that she perceived the other

as a competent person who was doing a capable job or presenting

13
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his. views. In the disconfirm controversy condition, theconfed-

erati indicated that she perceived the other as personally incom-

petent and doing an incapable job presenting his views. These

questionnaires were exchanged without prior announcement. This

procedure was adopted so that the subjects would believe that the

questionnaire represented the confederate'S/true opinions rather

than an attempt to manipulate him. In the pilot study,lbjects

had indicated that they did not expect the exchange of questionnaires

and thought the questionnaires represented the other's true /views.

After the subject and confederate read each other's questionnaires,

they were instructed to carry out the rest of the discussion via

written messages. After twenty-five minutes, the experimenter

reentered the room, separated the subject and the confedt-ate,

and administered the post-experimental questionnaire. This ended

the experiment, and the subjects were then fully debriefed,

.thanked, and given course credit for participating in the study.

Written messages were used in phase 3 to help standardize; the

confederate's behavior. These written records also provide an

accurate account °J.z
/the subjects' interactions. As in previous e

studies, subjects seem to adapt quickly to this limitation

(Tjosvold and Kastelic, 1976). Two coders independently identified

the messages that were critical of the confederate's position.

The proportion of agreements between the raters in this analysis

was equal to .96. Their agreed upon ratings were used.

14
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confederate's role was to present a

detailed script based a reasoning process emphasizing maintaining

social order through respect for authority, rules, and the status

quo (stage four in Kohlberg's theory). They discussed the dilemma

in a standard, 1.),nexcited manner. In their opening presentation,

they mentioned three major aiguments. In the free discussion period,
. .

they elabdrated on their arguments in a standard way whenever the

subject requested that they do so.

Confederates

Fight female undergraduates were used as confederates. They

wiere given 15 hours of training in how to induce subject commitment

'And involvement in the experimental situation and in how to present

two detailed scripts (one pro and one con) concerning the moral

dilemma.4scussed in a standard manner. All confederates were

trained to say the same thing using similar language, syntax, and

length, except for the differences required by the operationali-

.

zations of the independent variables. The confederates were observed

piloting six subjects each to ensure their competence in fulfilling

the confederate's role. Each confederate was used in all three

conditions.

Induction Checks

The results of the induction checks given at the end of the

second phase indicate that all subjects were committed to their

potition and were personally involved in the moral dilemma. There

15
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re no significant differences among-conditiens on these measures

n , therefore, the means are not presented..

Results

To test the hypotheses, subjects were placed in a controversy

and either experienced a confirmation or disconfirmation or were

placed in no controversy and were confirmed. To check on the

effectiveness of the controversy condition, subjects rated the

extent they believed their position was similar to the other group

on a 7-point scale at the end of phase 2 and before the discussion.

As expected, subjects 3.31) in the no controversy

41Itheir position was more ilar than did subjects (4 =t
controversy conditions, ti) contrast, t (42) = 5.82, 2 <

rated

5.93)

.01.

that

in the

After

phase three, subjects indicated on two 7-point questions the extent

the other perceived them as an effective discussant and personally

competent. 4-As expected, subjects (4.= 2.43) in the disconfirm

condition indicated that the other thought they were less effective

and competent than did subjects (M = 5.13) in the confirm contro-

versy and confirm no-controversy conditions, ti) contrast, t (42) =

6.59, 2 < .01. Therefore, it can be concluded that the inductions

necessary to test the hypgtheses were successful.

The results (summarized in Table 1) generally support the

hypothesis that persons,in controversy who experience confirmation

are more accurate perspective-takers and have greater feelings of

uncertainty than those who experience confirmation in a discussion

)16
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4-

Insert Table 1 about here.

/

without controversy, Subjects in the disconfirm Controversy condition

more accurately identified the stage of the other's reasoning,

indicated that tlfley were more uncertain, and perceived more disagree-
.

ment with the oth than subjects in the confirm controversy

condition.

The second hypothesis is thaVanfirm controversy provokes

more accurate cognitive per4pecti4t-taking, less internal distress,

. and more'open-mindedness toward the opponent and, his perspective

than disconfirm controversy. Results support'part of this hypothesis

and suggest a revision of it. Unexpectedly, subjects in the'dis...

confirm controversy more accurately identified the other's reason-

ing than did subjects in the confirm controversy. Moreover, sub-

jects in the disconfirm controversy indicated greater feelings of_

subjective uncertainty than did subjects in the confirm controversy.--

Other results are consistent with the hypothesis. Subjects in the

disconfirm controversy indicated that they felt more uncomfortable,

tense, worried,',and unpleasant than did subjects in the confirm

controversy condition. Subjects in the disconfirm controversy also

demonstrated more derogation of the other in that they indicated.

greatet) dislike, were less willing to meet the other, 49cially, and

sent more messages critical of the other's arguments than did sub-
.

jects in the confirm controversy. MoreOver,' subjects in the dis-

1,7
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i.

A 1
-confirmvconttOersy ndicated closed- mindedness toward the other's

' id .. , .. 0, 44°' 'b. ), , ,
..preftentUtiOn They expressed leSs'interest in hearing more ,

. . il ,

,
argumints; believed their, position. more in, disagreement with

the other's, perceived the pthr as more closed-minded, and rated

that they learld less from fhe,discussion than did subjects in the
'

e

confirm controversy condition.

Discussion

Accurately understanding the cognitive perspective of others is

thought to be central to cognitive and social development and to

,effective social interaction. Results 'support,the argument of the
P

ognitive developmen alists that idvolvement in repeated inter-

onal controversies promotes the - development of the ability to

understand accurately others' covitive,perspectives and suggest

the process mediating such-a relationship. Involvement in a con-

troversy that contains confirmation of the opponent's competence,

compared with, a discussion ladking any disagreement but containing

confirMation of the opponene.s competence, resulted.in! less

perceived agfeement, greater feelings of subjective uncertainty,

and more accurate cognitive perspective-taking. mplications

of these'findings are that the relationship between involvement

in a controversy and accuracy of)tognitive perspective-taking is

mediated by experiencing conceptual conflict and resolving it

through obtaining more information. These findings also support

Berylne's (1963, 1965) theorizing concerning conceptual conflict.
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.

, While' the coritive de4elopment qleorists amr vilyne7AQ of
, ' 11 '.... A. 4,. i .7*AL.

A discuss the tenstrbitiv4esiwithwhich inter'pewsonalCotrovergi e ,
. . , . I

4
are managed, the - meunt of defensi 'esS'genereted the Opponeni ...

'can be expecid,tO influence 9es, in,'Which co fept al:c041/cts,
. .

_ -1,,', .

are, resaVed(Johnson',J971, 1977; tjosVold, 1974): "The findings .

'1.. ..,
, .

..,
. ,,

.,,of this study indicete. that. Invelvement in a controversy contain,
'. ...

.

. .
.',!''

. ,
...

in confirmation of the opponent's competenCe, compared with
.

. .
. i .;7 ' e. ,

inllolvement in a controversy:fontaining
inferer

nces to the orPonent's
..s.'1"

.

incompetence, results, i moreore perceiyed agreeMipt',,less sUbj ctfve,
.

.

uncertainty, and less accurate dogpitixie.perspectve-taking.

Superficially these findingS present an Interesting paradek'thet

..

the, more defensiveness generated in. a.tontrovers, t4, morejaccurate
o

the Cognitive perspective-taking resultihg. Yet the findings con-
$ .

.
.

.

cerninginternei:distreis, attitudes t.oward the opponent, openness
_ -

toy the 'cpporient's.position, and personal:value of the controv4fsy
,c-,

suggest' 't estructive consequences ofdpfensivepess. .S.UbjectS

in he co troversy-cogfirm condition, compared 'Jith hubjects in
. 1: , '. _.

-the c ntroverSy-disconcirm cOndit on, xperienced legS internaT

distress, liked the opponent bette nd'indicated a stronfwiSh
s

. ,
: A

to meet with the opponent sociallY0 were less critical of the

opponent's ideas and were more interested 'in hearing more of the

i °!

opponent's ideas,, perceived the opponent as being more open-minded,

'

, ,

/
and believed that they learned more from being exposed to opposing,

t.-...

ideas. These findings imply that
I

the greater one's defensiveness,
.

.'4,

the more`, one will reject the opponent'and the opponent's' cognitive'.

19'
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,Apere ec ve , even: though On* ii4461y ..undtrs4nds

,.
1

4 '

p

. ,
fi dit4 that defAsureness in'4. .eEontrovesy

-
' \

-a4eqed cutaqr-Of Understanding and-optn=minded consideration df
, .

AVb._ ,
- , -

the other's perspective differently
.

.im ant implications for
, .

.

to theories of the cognitive deva men

and Berlyne assumed that the.

Sts and erlyne. Piage

ce di'sequilibrium or'

uncertaintY,motiyaties

spective,and a ref

persons who Triev

'while they niey_be

-,of atiother's opposing per-

are unsympathetic to the eson

spective.

study suggests tilat

n'Comp tent,to-the other, 4

erstanding the other's

j
and closed-minded toward his per-

otably spAculated that they are)unlikely to

. use t eieknowled the other's pergpectille to restructure their04:f

own r asoning. Moro generally; these findings suggest that the

perspective+,

thekied.'ofiBerlyne and Piaget can be developed by examining the
ti

roleotrthe. interpersonal context of a person's intrapersonaa con-

cep al /Conflict. t
,

EvidenCe from thiastudy support the contention of seveal con-

Hflict '0.016rits 1)01ja;:i,975) that controversy can have
)

;r;p hinyqf the negative effects 9f ten associated
r.),

J.. V.
with ,e g distresd, derogation of the other's

t,position, 'increased SociaKdittance--were found not to be related(

4t6.Contr9Versydirectly but:tather.to controversy that instituted

disconfOrWing.theOther personal% 4effectiveness.
1°
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n summer fevidende from this study supports /the arguments of
F

t
.

the cognitive developmentalists and Berlyne that confrontation

with an opliosineopinion promotes undel.standing of the structure

of the opponent's reasoning. The experience ofdisconfirmation

of personal effectivene'ss in controversy, compared to coirmation

in coptrqversmay result:in more accurate cognitive perspective-
*.

taking, more internal distress, andgreater rejection of the other

add the othes reasoning. Thg results when taken together sug=

gest that controversy with confirmation, compared to controversy

with disconfirmatt nor no controversy with confirmation, promotes
/

both accuracy ofrperspective-taking and an open-minded considers-
,

,Ition Of that perectlAre.

AO.
21
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Table 1

Comparison of Means,on Dependent Measures

No

Variable
Controversy

Accuracy of

Stage Identification

Accuracy of

Re400ing Ident ification

Subjective Uncertainty

Internal Distress

Liking for Other

Willingness to Meet

Socially

Criticism of

Other's Position

Interest, in Hearing

More Argtments

Perceived Agreement

Other's Open- mindedness

j Subjective Learning

126
* P < .05

** p

Confirm Disconfirm

Controversy Controversy
t.values

' df 28

7% 53% 73t

1,80 2.40 4.10

2,53 4,07 5,17

2,33 2,50 3,48

5,47 5.45 3.00

5,13 5,53 3.67

0,0 0.40 2.33

3.93 5.27 3.33

6,13 3.53 2.40

5.87 '5.40 1.93

4.33 5.00 3.07

00
tic' 3.13

Confirm
".

Cono" ".
fi' vs.con

coo° ".

confio ".

bt 3.60

tonfirof

114
"confirof

blzonfir;f

3,16 **

2,47 *

2,86 **

5,29 **

40 vs,

Dl tl2,57

*

CP0fr confiit

e40 vs, /111 3.53 0

cog'
confirgif

vs, 2,33 *

C vs

vs, 1)4'4 ,71 2,39 *
Confirm

Confi'- *` tonfirtg,

VS, tit_ 5,22 **

' ItonfirP

Coafifill vs' bl
hconfirm,

3,04 **
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